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About This Game

Riders of Asgard is a fun and challenging Viking BMX game. Unlock new maps and items to upgrade your Bike and Rider, and
access previously unreachable places. Riders of Asgard features a full single player campaign as well as local multiplayer to take

on your friends!

Riders of Asgard is much more than your average run-of-the-mill, Viking BMX game. It’s a historically correct Viking BMX
game, with historically accurate Viking bikes and locations.

So go ahead! Be the Biking Viking!

Features

Choose Your Path - Play the level as you see fit and choose your own path to pull off the best tricks and unlock the
special bar.

Choose Your Style - Use the gold you earn while playing the game to upgrade your bike and viking.

Choose Your Tricks - While you play, choose your trick-set and use those tricks to earn more points and climb the
leader board.

Choose Your Opponents - Take on the world by competing on the various leader boards, or out trick a friend in Local
Multiplayer.
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Choose Your Control - The game has full controller support, and features various Assists you can enable or disable at
any time. A controller is recommended but keyboards are also supported.
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Title: Riders of Asgard
Genre: Indie, Sports
Developer:
Gobbo Games
Publisher:
Gobbo Games
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible sound card

English
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For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
very similar to the first game, hexa turn (my review can be found here), down to the sad fact that you can't deselect
powerups, use them or use undo, but with enough new mechanics on top of the 'now the ai's trying to stop you'
switcheroo to feel fresh, and of course some levels are pretty tricky again. there's also a move counter now, ideally you'd
solve levels within those limits, but as long as you or the goals don't get blocked in, you can keep trying, and if you
succeed, the next level opens up. if you liked the first game, it's a no-brainer, if you like hex-based puzzle games in
general, ditto.. I honestly don't understand all the negative reviews for this game.... I had a lot of fun with the combat.
The jennies are difficult until you get dodging down and other special moves. Dodging is extreamly essential in this
game, it just takes some time getting used to and learning the patterns of enemies, especially some of the later boss
fights. I enjoyed the anime fan\/otaku humor, even if it was simple jokes here and there. The anime references where
good too and I usually don't care for referential humor, but this game gets a pass from me. They where executed well,
which is what matters. Nothing side splitting but it got me to chuckle each time. The 'lore' was interesting too, or 'world'
whatever you want to call it. The story is simple but I like the world that it is in; where an anime nerd gets transformation
girl powers and has a rival and such. And the sexy, crazy bosses. The boss fights where fun and the bosses themselves
where pretty fun as characters. The levels are short, I would prefer they be longer but it's nothing I'm gonna knock the
game for. The game creators recommend a game pad but I got by just find with my keyboard.

I would love to see a sequel.. this game is so dead is deader than my kids who died from measles and polio. pros:
+british english
+most poetical dialogs I've ever seen (in british english)
+imaginative cursing (in british english)
+puns (in british english)

cons:
-audio is a bit low quality
-not challenging enough. Very entertaining
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for me this is the best dlc so far but need more pirate decoration inside the house like a pirate flag or a candle or a barrel or a
pirate table with a skull and some chairs and something with a parrot so far we have only two swords and a map i can't make
pirate atmosphere :(. the game is quite nice and enjoyable so i decided to purchase the dlc, but is does not appear in my library.
The game crashes at very turn for me. Also, I am sick an tired of the developers(AGEOD) exploting their fan base and then
releasing half-finished games like this one. The fact that you get "(...)" as unit description even after around ten titles released by
the developer, becomes just outrageous. Did they really not have the time to put in some flavour and unit descriptions?? No
time to type half a para for a unit (of which there are probably twenty five per scenario)?

This game needs a better commitment from the developers. They just cannot pose as "niche game developers" and use that as an
excuse not to do elimentary stuff while the niche wargammers flock to them out of compulsion as there is no other game which
models supply and other realstic factors in such detail yet.. This would make Elon happy. As a fan of DBD I preordered this
game but didn't have time to play on release. I tried to play now and there are no players. Can't even refund for some unknown
reason, just dissapointment all around with this one.. ok this game is awesome now since the Enhanced Edition came out! also
the new free DLC adds a lot more replay value.. I'm learning these songs so that when It comes time to marry her I'll play these
at our wedding

9\/10 would marry Avril Lavigne. Clans is an old school hack and slash action game similar to Diablo. After playing for a while
i managed to complie a list of good and bad points which i shall list, i shall point out the flaws and leave the good bits to the end
to leave this review on a happier note;

Their doesn't seem to be any stratergy involved. There are three warrior classes and the "elf" class which is the wizard. and while
i enjoy the idea of different fighting styles, there is the Warrior, the Barbarian and the dwarf, which is less cliche more boring
when selecting a character, people who prefere long range only have one class and that is the elf class.

The lack of items. The game seems to try and make it out that there is challenge when really its just unfair, you get two lives and
they go quickly as you get surrounded by more and more enemies, i got down to about half health when i encontered a mini
boss. I thought he was some form of boss as he was hiding behind the statue so he got the first hit, and he did the most damage
out of all the other monsters I fought, this lead to my death and i respawned and killed him, this rbought be down to four hit
points left and he dropped a potion which brought me up to 11, i was thent asked to clear out a cottage (so my first real quest)
where i found myself swarmed with no healing of any kind and i died again losing my last life and going back to the main menu.

The controls. The controls for moving are straight forward but attacking is the right mouse button which is odd and i was not
told this so i had taken a few hits before i figured it out, there are interactable items within the game but there is little to no clue
apart from a slight light up of the item. weapons do not have any sort of indication as to whats better or what it requires, there is
an axe for example which requires two hands, i didnt know this untill i saw that i didn't have my sheild equipped anymore.
There are also items in the game world that dont seem to have any use, left clicking (which is used for moving and item
management) does nothing and the right mouse button swings your weapon.

the writing: this is a minor point but the spelling and wording could use some work it isnt bad but it doesnt scream "in your face
bioware"

Now onto the good points which im pleased to say, what this game does well it does -very- well so lets get started:

Sound. The music and sound effects are brilliant and you get the right atmosphere that some games simply cannot achieve.

Introduction. the opening introduction is fully voiced (and voiced quite well i will add) and gives a very retro feel which made
me feel quite excited to play this game.

Function. The game downlaoded quickly, had no problems getting it to run, and it ran smoothly with no obvious bugs or
glitches, it seems this was a main focus of their time and it shows.

so i have listed three bad points (not counting the spelling and writing becuase what do you expect from a hack and slash diablo
clone?") and three good points so its time to give my final verdict.....
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I would -not- recommend this game on its own merits.. Very short DLC, but actually for what it is, I really enjoyed it.
Items and weapons within this DLC are pretty cool and just a little breath of fresh air from the base game.

I recommend it if you can get the DLC for cheap, just for items alone.. Good little game!

Highly recommended for the money.

Makes you feel like a real life sneaky sneaky.
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